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01 SETTING THE SCENE
A number of processes have to occur for a

child to learn how to read and comprehend

what they are reading . Infants must learn

to process sounds and learn phonological

processing (the ability to manipulate the

sounds of language) by preschool . A young

child must then learn to read single words

and develop the vocabulary necessary to

read and understand sentences and

paragraphs , and , finally , master the ability

to read fluently with reasonable speed . The

year ’s last Early Grade Reading CoP (held

on the 14 November 2018) centered on

what neuroscience can tell us about these

processes and what happens neurologically

when children learn to read .  

 

The CoP began with a card-game check in ,

in terms of which participants were handed

cards and greeted according to the ‘rank ’

on their cards . The game was an analogy

for the often-prejudicial treatment of

children who can ’t read , and an affirmation

that all children , regardless of their literacy

level , should be treated with respect .  

05 QUESTIONS AND 
COMMENTS  



02 GETTING TO KNOW THE ORGANISATIONS IN 
THE ROOM

Following on from the check in , the facilitator led CoP members through

a process to get to know all the organisations in the room . Participants

were asked to share their organisations ’ strengths as well as possible

areas of need and opportunities for collaboration . This round of sharing is

captured in the table below :





Understanding a system , in this case the brain , can assist in

understanding what we need to assess learners on 

Empowers educators in teaching reading 

Literacy , including reading , must be understood within the SA context

SA is a multilingual country – languages differ in terms of their regularity

which makes it difficult for learners who speak African languages for

example to learn and read in English in later years

Children start on the path to becoming readers before they ’re even born  

03 NEUROSCIENCE PRESENTATION   

Once members had become more acquainted with one another and

their work , JET Education Services ’ Roelien Herholdt presented on the

neuroscience of learning to read . Her presentation was replete with

descriptions of complex , but fascinating neurological processes , and the

most salient points of her presentation are captured below :

WHY NEUROSCIENCE?



THE FOLLOWING IS AN INFOGRAPHIC OF ROELIEN 'S PRESENTATION

PRODUCED BY BRIDGE

We ’re talking about African languages with few to no African language speakers and

educators in this room . We have reading materials that are so badly versioned in

African languages , that all meaning is lost . I ’m hoping that more experts and

producers of materials in African languages can come to this CoP to lend their voices

and expertise too . 

Vuyiswa Ncontsa





A transparent  language is

one which has a very clear

letter-sound

correspondence and much

regularity . In contrast , a

deep or opaque  language

is one which has a more

complex phoneme-

grapheme correspondence

and more irregularities . 

Reading changes the brain – areas in

the brain are changed to recognise

letters and map onto sounds

Reading improves reading ability

Reading must be taught explicitly ,

children do not acquire the skill

spontaneously

Reading takes time to master – in

more opaque languages learning to

read takes longer 

Following on from Roelien 's presentation , members were introduced to

Mentimeter : a platform that shows the results live while your

participants are voting with the web based mobile polling app directly

in their browser , making sure everyone is part of the presentation . The

CoP was asked to post questions and comments related to reading and

neuroscience on the platform . Some key comments are captured below : 

THE CHANGING BRAIN

04 ACTIVITY LINKED TO PRESENTATION  

"Learning language is experiential and cultural . We can ’t teach

language and reading devoid of the context in which learners

exist .” – CoP Member  

 

"When we ’re teaching a language , we need to ensure we teach that

pure language . We can ’t use Sesotho to teach isiZulu or English for

example .” –  Roelien Herholdt 

 

“Recruitment of educators is an issue , for example hiring a Venda

educator to teach in a Tswana school . We need to be aware of the

context . The issue of language in Gauteng is even more complex .”–

CoP Member

To access Roelien presentation , click   here .

https://bit.ly/2OMLrx4
https://bit.ly/2OMLrx4


05 QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS  
Finally , the meeting concluded after the floor was opened to general

questions and comments from the group . Some key points of discussion

are captured below : 

NWU – We need to change how we teach because as much as we have

a module to teach how children learn to read , the information we

received today will change that . We were mainly using overseas

resources , but now we can make use of a resource closer to home 

Help2Read – The knowledge we gained today will enhance our exiting

offering . When we train volunteers and parents , we talk about why

children struggle to read but generally focus on social hurdles , but this

gives us knowledge grounded in neuroscience . It enriches our own

understanding and will filter into our work . It also helps us to support

children better .

DBE – When teachers understand how the brain works , they are better

educators , can better teach reading , and are better able to make

correct diagnoses (won ’t misdiagnose learners as dyslexic for

example).

READ Educational Trust – We ’ve learnt new information that will

inform and supplement our methodology in training our trainers . We

will also try to bring this information into our assessments of children .

Zenex Foundation – the foundation phase (FP) is an area of interest of

our organisation , particularly in terms of initial new teacher education .

There aren ’t enough FP teachers and there aren ’t enough people

teaching in home language . We need lecturers who can teach how to

teach reading – there is a problem upstream .  

Additionally , one of the reasons why teachers don ’t want to teach PF

and HL is because ‘they get stuck ’ with the language they ’re teaching ,

and this restricts their mobility .  

There ’s also a need to do the EFL in a much more thorough way – in

the medium term the information we gained today might contribute

to solving the problem .  

BRIDGE – our volunteer work with help to read has illustrated that

some children don ’t recognise the phonetic sound of a word and that

has hampered their reading ability . 



BRIDGE looks forward to the creative ideas that  will  emerge from its EGR

CoP in 2019, and will  continue to update you on new and exciting

developments as they happen. 

I don ’t know if it is an issue of how teachers have been trained – the way

teachers are teaching could be because they don ’t have the right

training to teach that phase . 

Kellelo Consulting – this knowledge can be used in all universities that

are teaching teachers and help us develop a common approach in

terms of what kind of toolbox teachers have when they walk into the

classroom .  

 


